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Highlights 

 The hypothesis of a possible metabolism of amanitins is still controversial 

in Amanita phalloides poisonings 

 Differentiated hepatocyte-like HepaRG is a suitable model to study 

amanitin toxicity 

 Using molecular networking on both in vitro and in vivo, no α-amanitin 

metabolite was found 

 α-amanitin does not presumably undergo metabolism in humans 

 

Abstract 

 
 Amanitin poisonings are among the most life-threatening mushroom poisonings, and are mainly caused 

by the genus Amanita. Hepatotoxicity is the hallmark of amanitins, powerful toxins contained in these 

mushrooms, and can require liver transplant. Among amatoxins, α-amanitin is the most studied. 

However, the hypothesis of a possible metabolism of amanitins is still controversial in this 

pathophysiology. . Therefore, there is a need of clarification using cutting-edge tools allowing 

metabolism study. Molecular network has emerged as powerful tool allowing metabolism study through 

organization and representation of untargeted tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) data in a graphical 

form. The aim of this study is to investigate amanitin metabolism using molecular networking. In vivo 

(four positive amanitin urine samples) and in vitro (differentiated HepaRG cells supernatant incubated 

with α-amanitin 2 µM for 24 h) samples were extracted and analyzed by LC-HRMS/MS using a Q 

Exactive™ Orbitrap mass spectrometer. Using molecular networking on both in vitro and in vivo, we 

have demonstrated that α-amanitin does not undergo metabolism in human. Thus, we provide solid 

evidence that a possible production of amanitin metabolites cannot be involved in its toxicity pathways. 

These findings can help to settle the debate on amanitin metabolism and toxicity. 
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Introduction 

 

Amanitin poisonings  are among the most life-threatening mushroom poisonings, and are mainly caused 

by the genus Amanita (Broussard, 2001; Vetter, 1998). Hepatotoxicity is the hallmark of amanitins, 

powerful toxins contained in these mushrooms, and can require liver transplant. Amanitins are bicyclic 

octapeptides with high molecular weight, great heat stability, and solubility in water, making them 

extremely resistant to cooking and drying (Wieland et al., 1978). Moreover, amanitins are resistant to 

enzyme and acid degradation, leading to resistance to gastrointestinal inactivation (Garcia et al., 2015; 

Wieland et al., 1978). Among amatoxins, α-amanitin is the most studied. Its hepatotoxic action follows 

several well-described key steps. After α-amanitin accumulation in the liver via OATP1B3 and Na+-

taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP) uptake in the sinusoidal membrane of hepatocytes 

(Letschert et al., 2006), the main toxic mechanism is attributed to non-covalent binding to RNA 

polymerase II (RNAP II) in the nucleus, resulting in inhibition of mRNA and protein synthesis (Wieland, 

2009). For many years, the amanitin metabolism hypothesis has been recurrent in the literature 

(Schneider et al., 1992; Thiel et al., 2011; Tong et al., 2007), despite other authors suggesting a lack of 

metabolism (Garcia et al., 2015). No evidence has been provided to support any of these assumptions 

so far. A need of clarification using cutting-edge tools allowing metabolism study appears to be 

necessary. 

Molecular networking has emerged as a powerful tool for metabolism studies allowing 

organization and representation of untargeted tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) data in a graphical 

form (Wang et al., 2016). Each molecular entity represents an ion and its associated fragmentation 

spectrum, and the links between the nodes indicate similarities between spectra. By propagating 

structural information within the network and facilitating sample-to-sample comparison, the molecular 

networking approach offers valuable insights into drug metabolism (Allard et al., 2020, 2019; Le Daré 

et al., 2019). In addition, molecular networking has recently proven its relevance in in vitro drug 

metabolism study (Le Daré et al., 2020). In this context, investigating amanitin metabolism could be of 

particular interest in toxicodynamic understanding and therapeutic development perspective. Therefore, 

the aim of this study is to investigate hepatotoxic toxin amanitin metabolism using molecular 

networking.  

 

Materials and methods 

 

Cell cultures 

Progenitor HepaRG cells were cultured as previously described (Aninat et al., 2006). Briefly, HepaRG 

cells were seeded at a density of 2.6 × 104 cells/cm2 in a 8 chamber coverglass Lab-Tek system (Nalge 

Nunc, Germany) in William’s E medium supplemented with 10 % FBS, 50 U/mL penicillin, 50 μg/mL 

streptomycin, 5 µg/mL insulin, 2 mM glutamine, and 50 μM sodium hydrocortisone hemisuccinate. 

After 2 weeks, cells were cultured in the same medium supplemented with 2 % DMSO for an additional 

two weeks, in order to induce cell differentiation (into cholangiocyte- and hepatocyte like cells) and 

expression of liver specific functions such as metabolism enzymes (Cerec et al., 2007). Cells were then 

treated 24 hours with compounds in 1.7% DMSO culture medium. α-amanitin (purity ≥ 90%) were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, MO USA). 

 

Cell viability 

Cytotoxicity was assessed using the Luminescent ATP Detection Assay Kit (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, 

USA) and plates were read by a microplate reader (POLARstar Omega®, BMG labtech®, Ortenberg, 

Germany). 
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Immunocytofluorescence and cell microscopy 

After exposure to compounds, cells were fixed in paraformaldehyde 4% and washed with PBS. Anti 

TOM22 antibody was used at 1:1000. Rhodamine phalloidin (Molecular Probes) was used at 1:500. 

Anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA) was used at 1:2000. Nuclei were stained with 

DAPI 5µg/mL (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA). Images were acquired with a Deltavision inverted 

widefield microscope using a 20X APO objective (Cytiva Lifescience, Marlborough, MA ,USA). 

 

Amanitin quantitation in human sample 

Four urine samples were collected from suspected amanitin-intoxicated patients at the Rennes 

University Hospital. Urinary amanitin toxin concentration was measured by LC-HRMS as already 

described (Gicquel et al., 2014). 

 

Sample preparations 

In vivo samples (500 µL of patient urine) were supplemented with internal standard (20 ng/mL 

virginiamycin in the final vial) and extracted by solid phase extraction (SPE) as already described 

(Gicquel et al., 2014). In vitro samples (25 µL of HepaRG cells supernatant) were extracted with 75 µL 

of methanol. The supernatant (50 µL) was then diluted with LC-MS grade water (50 µL) and transferred 

into chromatographic vials for LC-HRMS analysis. 

 

LC-HRMS settings 

Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) analyses were carried out using Orbitrap Q 

Exactive™ mass spectrometer coupled to an UltiMate 3000 pump (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA).  

 Data acquisition, calibration and instrument control were performed using Xcalibur ® 2.1 (Thermo 

Scientific) software. Samples were maintained at 15 °C in the autosampler before analysis.  

Chromatographic parameters used were as already described (Le Daré et al., 2020) as follow: The 

mobile phases were composed of ammonium formiate at 2 mM and formic acid 0.1% in water (phase 

A) and ammonium formiate at 2 mM and formic acid 0.1% in methanol and acetonitrile (50/50) (phase 

B). LC was performed on a Accucore Phenyl Hexyl (100 × 2.1 mm, 2.6 μm) (Thermo Scientific, San 

Jose, CA) using the following gradient elution: initial conditions of 99:1 (A:B) maintained for 1 min, 

increasing to 1:99 (A:B) for 9 min, followed by a 1.5 min plateau with 1:99 (A:B) and return to initial 

conditions 99:1 (A:B) for equilibration. This corresponded to a total chromatographic run of 15 min. 

The flow rate was 500 μL/min, the column temperature was maintained at 40 °C, the injection volume 

was 20 μL. 

 

The MS conditions were as follows: heated electrospray ionization source (HESI-II) in the ESI positive 

mode, capillary temperature: 300°C; spray voltage: 3,500 V; sheath and auxiliary gas (nitrogen) flow 

rate: 40 psi and 10 (arbitrary units), respectively. Data are acquired in data-dependant acquisition mode, 

the range for acquisition was 350–1200 m/z. Ion precursor selection was performed where the most 

intense ion from the previous scan was selected for fragmentation. Full scan (MS1) data were acquired 

at a resolution of 35,000 FWHM, with an AGC target of 1e6 and a maximum injection time of  120 ms. 

Source parameters were as follows: source voltage + 3.0 kV, sheath gas flow 60 units, auxiliary gas flow 

10 units, capillary temperature 320 °C, S-Lens RF level 60 units. MS/MS (MS2) data were acquired at 

a resolution of 17,500 FWHM with an AGC target of 1e5, maximum injection time was 50 ms, a TopN 

of 5, an isolation window of 2.0 m/z. The normalized collision energy (NCE) was stepped at 17.5, 35 

and 52.5, and the dynamic exclusion time set at 3 s.  

A list of possible metabolites was established using GLORY, a freely available generator of the 

structures of likely cytochrome P450 metabolites based on predicted sites of metabolism (de Bruyn Kops 
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et al., 2019) and an inclusion list containing α-amanitin and possible metabolites was added in the 

method. 

 

Molecular networking generation 

Spectral data allowed us to generate MN using semi-quantitative bioinformatics approach. Data 

acquisition, processing (i.e. MS data conversion, preprocessing, MS1 annotation), visualization and 

network analysis have been described in detail elsewhere (Allard et al., 2019). In Global Natural 

Products Social networking (GNPS) web-based platform,  the basic parameters were modified to m/z 

0.02 for the mass tolerance of precursor and fragment ions used for MS/MS spectral library searching, 

and m/z 0.02 for the mass tolerance of fragment ions used for MN. The minimum cluster size was set to 

1. In addition, links between nodes were created when the cosine score was greater than 0.60, and the 

minimum number of common fragment ions shared by two MS/MS spectra was 5. Links between two 

nodes were only kept in the network if each node was in the top 10 most similar nodes. Full data 

processed through the GNPS platform are accessible through these links:  

 https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=f2530c745f0745c79467a93e28e126a7 (Fig 2) 

 https://gnps.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/status.jsp?task=2bacadd3638f4d8d93a6223e3fec1b62 (Fig 3) 

 

The molecular network was visualized using Cytoscape 3.5.1 software (Shannon, 2003). The nodes were 

annotated by comparison with reference standard, by spectral matching with the GNPS, mzCloud online 

mass spectral libraries and information propagation (HighChem LLC, 2019). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Cell viability data were expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Intergroup 

differences as a function of the treatment were probed in a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), 

with a Tukey post hoc test for group comparisons. All analyses were performed using Prism software 

(version 5.0, GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). All tests were two-sided, and the threshold for 

statistical significance was set to p < 0.05. 

 

Results 

 

In order to study in vitro α-amanitin metabolism, we have chosen a metabolically competent liver model: 

differentiated HepaRG cells. These cells have already shown valuable relevance in in vitro metabolism 

study using molecular networking (Le Daré et al., 2020). We first evaluated differentiated HepaRG 

model consistency by exposing these cells to α-amanitin (0 to 20 µM) and cell viability was measured 

at 24 h (Figure 1b). 
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Figure 1:  Effect of α-amanitin on differentiated HepaRG cells viability. α-amanitin (0 to 20 µM) or medium 

were incubated during 24 h on differentiated HepaRG cells. a. Representation of an Amanita phalloides (from 

wikimedia commons) b. Cell viability was measured by an extracellular ATP assay and expressed relative to the 

value determined after medium treatment alone (arbitrary set to 100%). The data are quoted as the mean ± SEM 

from three independent experiments performed in triplicate. *** p < 0.001 : α-amanitin condition compared to 

control condition. c. and d. Cells were labeled with antibodies against TOM22 (mitochondria in red), actin stained 

with Rhodamine phalloidin (in green) and DAPI nuclei staining (blue) and images were captured with a 

Deltavision microscope at 20X.c. Differentiated HepaRG incubated with culture media during 24h. d. HepaRG 

incubated with α-amanitin 2 µM during 24h showing a disorganization of actin fibers (in green) and large 

aggregates of mitochondria (in red) close to the nucleus compared to control condition, highlighting cellular entry 

of α-amanitin.  

 

Significant decrease in cell viability was observed from 2 µM to 20 µM α-amanitin, in a dose-dependent 

manner (Figure 1b). Since the 2 µM concentration corresponded to approximately 50% of cells death, 

it was used for further experiments. Differentiated HepaRG cells sensitivity to amanitin (2 µM) was 

confirmed using fluorescence microscopy, showing a disorganization of actin fibers (in green) compared 

to control condition. This cytoskeletal toxicity induces a reorganization of the mitochondrial network, 

as shown in figure 2d. Compared to control conditions (Figure 1c), cells exposed to α-amanitin (2 µM) 

show large aggregates of mitochondria close to the nucleus (Figure 1d). These results show that 

differentiated HepaRG cells are sensitive to this toxin, and thus allow α-amanitin to enter into the cells. 

This revealed that this model is consistent for amanitin metabolism study. 
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We then incubated α-amanitin (2 µM) in differentiated HepaRG cells during 24h. Culture media analysis 

allowed us to generate a molecular network from MS/MS data (Figure 2a). Given that the most likely 

biotransformation reactions predicted using GLORY involved methylation, hydroxylation, 

carboxylation, glucuronidation and sulfation, (giving rise to m/z 933.379, m/z 935.359, m/z 949.338, m/z 

1095.396 and m/z 999.320, respectively), we used an inclusion list in the analytical method.  Nodes  can 

be linked together according to their MS² spectra similarities. Molecular network visual analysis 

detected an isolated node corresponding to α-amanitin (m/z 919.364), without any other related node, 

suggesting that no α-amanitin metabolites could be detected (Figure 2b). In addition, none of the 

predicted metabolites were found throughout the molecular network. 

 

 

Figure 2: In vitro α-amanitin metabolism study using molecular networking. a. Entire molecular network 

showing all the chemical entities detected using LC-HR-MS/MS. b. α-amanitin isolated node 

 

To further investigate amanitin metabolism hypothesis, four urine samples of amanitin intoxicated 

patients were analyzed. Amanitin intoxication was confirmed using LC-HRMS, showing different α-

amanitin concentrations: 33.4 µg/g of creatinine (patient 1), 16.1 µg/g of creatinine (patient 2), 68.83 

µg/g of creatinine (patient 3) and 7.21 µg/g of creatinine (patient 4). Urine samples analysis generated 

a multi-matrix molecular network from MS/MS data (Figure 3a).  Jo
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Figure 3: In vivo α-amanitin metabolism exploration using molecular networking. a. Entire molecular 

network showing all the chemical entities detected using LC-HR-MS/MS. b. α-amanitin isolated node 

 

A specific color is assigned to each patient (Figure 3b). Visual analysis of the global molecular network 

from urines showed a much more complex composition in urine samples  than in cell culture supernatant. 

Among all the chemical entities, an isolated node corresponding to α-amanitin (m/z 919.364) without 

any related node or predicted metabolites  were detected, confirming our in vitro findings (Figure 3b). 

In addition, no other amatoxins (namely γ-amanitin (m/z 903.3670), ε-amanitin (m/z 904.3510), amanin 

(m/z 904.3510), amanullic acid (m/z 888.3561) and proamanullin (m/z 871.3772)) were found within the 

molecular network. Taken together, these results provide new information suggesting that α-amanitin 

does not undergo metabolism. 

 

Discussion 

 
A possible α-amanitin metabolism mentioned in the literature needs to be clarified using an efficient 

tool to explore α-amanitin metabolism as molecular networking. 

 

Our first aim was to validate an experimental model appropriate to in vitro α-amanitin metabolism study. 

HepaRG cells is a bipotent cell line that can differentiate into either cholangiocyte- or hepatocyte-like 

cells in appropriate culture conditions (Cerec et al., 2007). In addition, differentiated hepatocyte-like 

HepaRG transcribe liver-specific genes closer to primary human hepatocytes and human liver tissue 

than any other liver cell lines (Hart et al., 2010; Hugbart et al., 2020). Particularly, Kotani et al. (2012) 

have shown that differentiated HepaRG cells exhibit OATP1B3 and NTCP expression for amanitin 

transportation, making it highly likely that amanitin will enter the cells (Kotani et al., 2012). 
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Consistently, our results showed that α-amanitin exposure of differentiated HepaRG cells induce cell 

death and cytoskeletal modification at concentrations traditionally used in literature (Magdalan et al., 

2011, 2009). Moreover, HepaRG cells express most of the drug processing genes including major CYPs 

(Aninat et al., 2006) and UGTs (Hugbart et al., 2020; Quesnot et al., 2018), and exhibit a long-term 

fonctional stability while primary human hepatocyte loose their drug metabolism capacity over time. 

Thus differentiated HepaRG culture appears as a particularly relevant cell model system for drug 

metabolism study in our context.  

 

Molecular networking was initially developped to analyse complex natural product mixtures and has 

proven its relevance in metabolomics (Allard et al., 2017), in dereplication of naturally produced 

substances (Allard et al., 2016), in toxic plant intoxication cases (Allard et al., 2020), and in drug 

metabolism for in vivo clinical or forensic purposes (Allard et al., 2019; Le Daré et al., 2019). Moreover, 

the consistency of molecular networking for in vitro metabolism study using differentiated HepaRG 

cells has recently been demonstrated (Le Daré et al., 2020). Thus, putative α-amanitin metabolites would 

have been detected using this bioinformatic tool but no metabolite could be identified either in vitro or 

in vivo, showing that α-amanitin does not presumably undergo metabolism in humans.  

 

However, the findings of this study must be interpreted and understood within several limitations. First, 

the formation of metabolites remaining intracellularly and forming adducts preventing their detection 

cannot be excluded. Second, it is possible that metabolites formation or other amatoxin concentrations 

is too low to allow detection with the tools used in our experiments. Third, the question of other forms 

of metabolism remains legitimate and relevant, particularly through the intestinal microbiota (Colotti 

and Rinaldi, 2020; Swanson, 2015). However, either these possible compounds are eliminated directly 

by the fecal route without being absorbed, thus constituting a minor concern for the problem of amanitin-

induced hepatotoxicity. Either these compounds are absorbed and would most likely be eliminated in 

the urine due to their water solubility, where they would have been detected in the patients' urine. Fourth, 

the chromatographic separation and/or mass spectrometric detection might have been unsuitable for 

some metabolites. Lastly, we can’t exclude that metabolites could have been lost or degraded during the 

workup of the samples. Although these limitations have to be kept in mind to conclude about our present 

study, we provide new arguments toward the absence of α-amanitin metabolism through usual 

enzymatic biotransformation pathways. As metabolism may be responsible for the toxicity of 

xenobiotics, the clinical implications are important for the development of effective antidotes (Shehu et 

al., 2017).  In the case of amanitin poisoning, the search for effective therapeutics must therefore focus 

on mechanisms other than metabolism such as limiting the entry of toxins into the cell, increasing its 

elimination, or countering oxidative stress. 
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